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Abstract We propose a framed slotted Aloha-based adaptive method forrobust com-
munication between autonomous wireless nodes competing toaccess a channel under
unknown network conditions such as adversarial disruptions. With energy as a scarce
resource, we show that in order to disrupt communications, our method forces the
reactive adversary to incur higher energy cost relative to alegitimate node. Conse-
quently, the adversary depletes its energy resources and stops attacking the network.
Using the proposed method, a transmitter node changes the number of selected time
slots and the access probability in each selected time slot based on the number of
unsuccessful transmissions of a data packet. On the receiver side, a receiver node
changes the probability of listening in a time slot based on the number of unsuccess-
ful communication attempts of a packet. We compare the proposed method with two
other framed slotted Aloha-based methods in terms of average energy consumption
and average time required to communicate a packet. For performance evaluation, we
consider scenarios in which: 1) Multiple nodes compete to access a channel. 2) Nodes
compete in the presence of adversarial attacks. 3) Nodes compete in the presence of
channel errors and capture effect.
Index Terms:

Autonomous nodes, distributed networks, robust protocol,adaptations, reactive
adversary, jamming, energy-constraints.

I Introduction

The need to design access schemes for various new applications in machine-to-machine
(M2M) communications , wireless social networks, and sensor networks has led to re-
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newed interest in research on random access protocols that enable secure co-existence
among multiple wireless nodes [1–3]. In such applications,wireless nodes are often
battery powered, autonomous, and operate in uncertain and dynamic environments.
Without proper measures, the autonomous nature of nodes operating in such systems
makes them vulnerable toadversarial disruptions. The sources of adversarial disrup-
tions can be diverse. For example, disruptions could be due to nearby nodes following
unrelated protocols, a faulty device, or an actual adversary intentionally disrupting
communication in the network. Moreover, due to the dynamic and uncertain nature
of wireless environment, the type of interference incurredby a node can change dy-
namically. For example, at a given time instant multiple nodes may be competing to
access a shared medium, however, at a later time an adversarymay become active in
the network and attempt to disrupt the communications. In this example, initially the
nodes need to co-exist with one another while minimizing interference, but later they
also need to ensure successful communication in the presence of adversarial disrup-
tions. One way to ensure successful communication is to allow the nodes to utilize
adaptive randomized communication access methods.

In this paper, we consider scenarios where multiple nodes with energy and in-
formation constraints are competing for access over a shared medium and may face
reactive adversarial disruptions. Energy constraints mean that the nodes are battery
powered and information constraints imply that the nodes donot have any informa-
tion about the type of other nodes and also they do not share any information among
one another.

In the scenarios where the nodes operate autonomously it is likely that all nodes,
including adversarial nodes, have energy constraints. In such scenarios, it seems rea-
sonable to consider a notion of relative cost in terms of energy. The following example
illustrates this notion of relative cost in terms of energy.Consider an autonomous TX
node that wants to communicateM packets to its intended RX node in the presence
of a reactive adversary node that wants to disrupt them. Suppose that each node is
battery powered with a total energy budget ofB units. Consider the case where the
energy spent in a transmission attempt of a packet by the TX isCT units, and the
energy spent in a reception attempt of the packet by the RX isCR units. If the adver-
sary can successfully jam the packet by spendingCJ units of energy, whereCJ <CT

or CJ <CR, then the adversary can completely jam the communications between the
TX and the RX, as either the TX or the RX will completely deplete their energy be-
fore the adversary. Using this notion of relative cost, we ask the following question
in this work: Does our designed protocol ensure that it is significantly more costly
for a reactive adversary to disrupt communications than fora TX and an RX node to
communicate? Our answer is yes. In other words, our protocolforces the adversary
to incur higher energy cost relative to a legitimate node andguarantees successful
communication of packets.

Our main contributions in this paper are:

1) We propose and evaluate anadaptive robustmethod called Adapt-R. Using
analytical and simulation results, we show that our proposed method reduces the
likelihood of collisions among competing legitimate nodes. Hence, it reduces the
communication attempt costs in terms of energy and delay;
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2) We then explore the robustness of the proposed method against adversarial
disruptions. We present analytical and simulation resultsin terms of average energy
cost incurred by a legitimate node to communicate data packets successfully in the
presence of adversary;

3) We also compare the energy and delay costs incurred using the proposed
method with the energy and delay costs with three other methods;

4) Finally, we explore the impact of channel errors and capture effect on the per-
formance of the proposed method. We also explore the impact of varying energy costs
incurred by the nodes on the performance of the proposed method.

II Related Work

Different variants of slotted Aloha and framed slotted Aloha protocols have been
proposed in literature for various applications [1, 2, 4–6]. For instance, the framed
slotted Aloha-based access schemes are used in a number of RFID communication
protocols and has also been studied for applications in sensor networks and M2M
communications [1, 2]. The works in [4–6] consider the scenarios where multiple
transmitters (TXs) communicate with a single receiver. Unlike the works in [4–6],
we consider a single channel wireless network ofN distributed TX/RX pairs.

There has been considerable research in studying the problem of competition
[7,8] and conflict (adversarial disruptions) in a shared medium access [9–11]. More-
over, recent works in [10,12] have practically demonstrated that flexible and reliable
software-defined reactive jamming is feasible by designingand implementing a re-
active jammer against existing wireless networks. However, most existing research
either does not take into account the energy expenditures ofthe adversary and the le-
gitimate nodes or it consider the energy expenditures of thelegitimate nodes and the
adversary in isolation (see [13–16] and [17], and references therein). In autonomous
scenarios where energy is a scarce resource for both the legitimate competing nodes
and the adversary it is reasonable to consider a notion of relative cost in terms of en-
ergy. The authors in [18] follow this idea to design a protocol for the scenario where a
transmitter has a single packet to communicate to a particular receiver in the presence
of a reactive adversary. The authors show that it is possibleto design a protocol which
ensures that it is cheaper in terms of energy for a transmitter to successfully transmit
a packet to its intended receiver than for an adversary to block this packet. Different
from [18], in this paper, we consider scenarios where multiple TX/RX pairs commu-
nicate in the presence of competition and reactive jamming,and each TX has more
than one data packet to communicate to its intended RX. A game-theoretic model of
the interactions between nodes exploiting the timing channel to achieve resilience to
jamming attacks and a jammer is studied in [19].

In [20], a novel agent-based Trust and Reputation Management scheme (ATRM)
is presented from a system design point of view. The authors presented a trust and
management strategy and showed that the proposed strategy reduces both commu-
nication cost and acquisition latency. The security properties of a multicast scheme
for sensor based healthcare systems are studied in [21]. This work also discusses the
innovation and design requirements of novel trust based models that use ad hoc sen-
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sor networks to collect data from the patients. Security andprivacy issues relating
to wireless communications based health care systems is thetopic of [22]. Several
diverse factors that take part in the design of reliable, intelligent, secure patient mon-
itoring and management systems has been presented in [22]. Anovel and efficient
energy-aware distributed method for data delivery in wireless micro sensor networks
is presented in [23]. The method proposed in [23] makes no assumption on local net-
work topology, and is based on residual energy of the sensor nodes. The works in [24]
focuses on several fundamental algorithms and protocols for the next generation of
wireless networks. In [25], a detailed survey relating to the Internet of Vehicle is
presented. The work in [25] also explains the requirements for efficient security sup-
port relating to the next generation of networks. Quality ofservice, energy efficiency
and security issues relating to machine-to-machine (M2M) networks are presented
in [26]. The work in [27] presents quality of service and quality of data oriented
architecture for the industrial wireless networks.

Most research on reliable communication between autonomous nodes competing
in a shared medium has focused on the design of eitheradversary-naiveor adversary-
paranoid protocols. Adversary-naive protocols are designed under the assumption
that all nodes competing to access a shared medium follow theprotocol and ig-
nore the possible presence of adversarial disruptions of communication in the net-
work [28–30]. As a result such protocols are vulnerable to adversarial disruptions.
On the other hand, adversary-paranoid protocols are designed under the pessimistic
assumption that adversarial disruption sources are alwayspresent in the wireless net-
work [18, 31]. However adversarial disruptions may not always happen, such sce-
narios are studied in [32]. The work in [32] assumes that nodes are equipped with
intrusion detection systems and it designs defense strategies to detect malicious mis-
behavior in ad hoc networks where the defender is uncertain about the type of his
opponent (legitimate or adversary). Different from [32] wedo not assume that nodes
are equipped with intrusion detection systems. Note that inpractice, when an au-
tonomous node communicates in the presence of legitimate competing nodes and an
intelligent adversary then it may not be easily possible to detect whether the disrup-
tion is due to collision among legitimate nodes or due to intentional disruption of the
adversary. In [33] the authors analyze the energy costs of jamming acknowledgement
(ACK) attacks in IEEE 802.11 based MAC. A recent work in [34] designs energy
efficient strategies from the jammer’s perspective for the scenarios where the jammer
disrupts communications to reduce the network throughput.Unlike [34], our work de-
signs a protocol for efficient communication of multiple data packets and considers
energy costs incurred by both legitimate and adversarial nodes.

III System Model

A Network Model

We consider a single-channel, distributed wireless network of N autonomous TX/RX
pairs in which each TX/RX pair hasM packets to communicate. The set ofN TX/RX
pairs is given byN = {1,2, . . . ,N}. Each TX/RX pair operates using a framed slot-
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Fig. 1: Framed slotted Aloha-based time slot structure.

ted Aloha-based communication scheme. Although this scheme is fundamentally a
contention-based random access scheme, we allow a TX/RX pair to “capture” a slot
across multiple frames to improve MAC efficiency in a TDMA-like manner. Time is
divided into slots and the number of time slots in a frame is denoted bys, wheres≥ 3.
We use a slot size such that a data packet and its associated ACK fit in a slot. After
the transmission of a data packet, a TX node waits for ACK reception for a fixed time
and, if no ACK is received during the specified time, then it infers that a collision has
occurred. This transmission model is also adopted in several other works (see [35,36],
and references there in). A frame structure of our framed slotted Aloha-based commu-
nication model is illustrated in Fig. 1. After successfullycommunicatingM packets,
the communication between a TX and its intended RX is terminated. In our model,
there is no information exchange among the TX/RX pairs to access the channel, and
the communication of packets is performed by each autonomous TX/RX pair based
on the proposed distributed communication protocol, as explained in the subsequent
section. Moreover, we consider battery powered TX/RX pairswith a limited energy
budget ofB units, whereB is sufficiently large.

Note that in practice to conserve energy of distributed TX/RX pairs, each TX/RX
pair should be put tosleep modeas soon as there is no more data to send/receive,
and should be put toawake modeas soon as new packets become ready. Several
distributed sleep/wakeup scheduling algorithms to conserve energy are presented in
the literature (see [17,37] and references therein) and thestudy of such algorithms is
beyond the scope of this paper.

B Adversary model and imperfect channel

In our model, the adversary is: 1) oblivious: knows the protocols of the TX/RX pairs,
but does not know the randomized results of the protocol, such as which time slots
are selected for transmissions and what is the access probability in the selected time
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slots; and 2) reactive: able to launch an attack after listening to a time slot. To disrupt
communication, the adversary can utilize one of the following attack strategies: 1)
Sequential jamming strategy(Js). 2) Arbitrary jamming strategy(Ja).

Sequential jamming strategy:In each frame, a jammer listens sequentially in each
time slot until a transmission from a TX is detected, if any, then jam the remaining
portion of that time slot and wait for the next frame.

Arbitrary jamming strategy:In a frame, selectsJ time slots (randomly with uni-
form distribution), wheresJ can be any number from 1 tos, listen in each selected
time slot and jam the remaining portion of the time slot/slots in which the transmis-
sion is detected.

The adversarial node can join the network ofN competing TX/RX pairs any time.
Similar to each of the legitimate TXs and RXs, the adversarial node also has the same
energy budget ofB units. We consider the worst-case scenario that when the reactive
adversary joins the network it is synchronized with legitimate TX/RX pairs. Under
this assumption, a reactive adversary can listen in a time slot and effectively jam the
communication. If the jammer is not synchronized, then it may have difficulties in
detection/jamming the communication effectively. For instance, it may happen that a
jammer detects communication in time slott but it jams the time slotu= t+1 as due
to non-synchronized operation it is operating over two different time slots. This will
lead to energy waste for the adversary and hence can be beneficial for the legitimate
TX/RX pairs.

Note that a TX on its own cannot differentiate whether the failure to receive an
ACK is caused by a collision with the other competing TX, or due to a channel er-
ror or by adversarial jamming. In practice, failure to receive an ACK can be due to
a channel error introduced by fading. Moreover, in practiceinterference can also be
tolerated due to capture effect. In particular, due to co-channel interference tolerance,
a transmission may still be correctly decoded by an RX even inthe presence of inter-
ference in the channel. In Section V-F, we evaluate the impact of channel errors and
capture effect on the performance of the proposed method.

C Energy cost model

We consider battery powered TX/RX pairs, and there is a cost of communication in
terms of energy incurred to each TX and RX. We consider that the energy cost of a
transmission in a time slot isSunits, the cost of a listening in a time slot isL units and
the cost of a jamming isJ units. Note that the cost of sending and receiving data can
be different. Moreover, transmitting/receiving an ACK does has not have the same
cost as transmitting/receiving a data packet. To take this into account, in Section V-
D, we evaluate the performance of the proposed protocol for different values ofS, J
andL.

In the next section, we present our proposed adaptive robustmethod named Adapt-
R.
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Fig. 2: The Adapt-R method for a TX side.

IV Adaptive Robust (Adapt-R) method

The core idea of the proposed method is as follows:

– Using the proposed method, a TX changes the number of selected time slots and
the access probability in each selected time slot based on the number of unsuc-
cessful transmissions of a data packet.

– On the receiver side, an RX changes the probability of listening in a time slot
based on the number of unsuccessful communication attemptsof a data packet.
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A Steps involved in the Adapt-R method

The developed method has two modes of operation: mode 1 and mode 2. Both TX
and RX have their own counterc. The counterc is used to track the number of failures
in communicating a particular packet and is also used to decide whether to operate in
mode 1 or mode 2. The flow diagrams of the Adapt-R method are shown in Figs. 2
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and 3, respectively. The two modes of the Adapt-R method are explained in detail as
follows:

– Mode 1 (TX side):Initially, and also when the counterc is less than or equal to a
threshold valueT, a legitimate TX operates in mode 1. In mode 1, a TX randomly
with uniform probability selects a time slot in a frame to transmit a packet and
then listens for an ACK in that time slot. If the ACK is received, it setsc = 0,
νT = 1, and transmits the next data packet in the same time slot of the subsequent
frame with probability one. Otherwise, it setsc= c+1 and selects randomly with
uniform probability a time slot again.

– Mode 2 (TX side):When c > T, a TX operates in mode 2. In mode 2, a TX
randomly with uniform probability selectsνT = c−T+1 time slots in a frame. It
sequentially transmits the same packet in the selected timeslots with probability
1/νT and listens for an ACK in each slot. If it transmits and ACK is received it
stops transmitting, it setsc= 0, νT = 1, and transmits the new packet in the same
time slot of the subsequent frame with probability one. If ittransmits and no ACK
is received, it setsc = c+1, if νT < s, and elsec= c. If it does not transmit in
any time slot of the frame, it setsc= c.

– Mode 1 (RX side):Initially, and also when the counterc is less than or equal
to a threshold valueT, an RX operates in mode 1. In mode 1, an RX listens in
each time slot of a frame sequentially with probability one.If it receives a new
data packet from its intended TX, it stops listening and it sets c = 0, νR = 1,
and listens in the same time slot of the subsequent frame. Otherwise, it continues
listening and if it receives the same data packet again, it sets c= c+1 at the end
of the frame.

– Mode 2 (RX side):Whenc > T, an RX operates in mode 2. In mode 2, an RX
listens in each time slot of a frame sequentially with probability 1/νR, where
νR=min{νR+1,s}. If it receives a new packet from its intended TX, it setsc= 0,
νR = 1, and listens in the same time slot of the subsequent frame. Otherwise, it
listens in each time slot of a frame sequentially with probability 1/νR. At the end
of the frame, it setsc= c+1, if it receives the same packet again.

– Termination condition:In the case where the successfully communicated packet
is m= M, i.e, the last packet, a TX transmits the termination notification and
terminates and an RX terminates upon receiving the terminate notification.

B Motivation for Adapt-R

a) Rationale for mode 1 and mode 2:

– Initially, a TX/RX pair operates in mode 1. When only legitimate competing
TX/RX pairs are operating, mode 1 allows each TX/RX pair to communicate
successfully in a frame with high probability, as any TX/RX pair not experienc-
ing a collision does not perform random selection of a time slot in the next frame.
This reduces the number of randomizing TX/RX pairs and also reduces the like-
lihood of collision among the TX/RX pairs which in turn reduces energy cost and
increases the probability of success.
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– When a reactive adversary is present, it can easily jam the communication of
the TX/RX pair operating in mode 1 by deploying the followingsequential at-
tack strategy. It listens sequentially in each time slot of aframe, if it detects the
transmission by the TX, it jams. It is easy to see that this reactive adversary can
completely corrupt the communication of(M −1) packets, as the TX will keep
re-sending the first packet because the ACK is not received bythe TX, whereas
the RX will keep receiving the same first packet.

– To avoid this and any other arbitrary selection of time slotsfor attack by the
adversary, each TX and RX maintains a counterc that tracks its number of failures
in communicating a particular data packet. Ifc is greater than this threshold value
T, it infers there is an adversary present. The TX/RX then operates in mode 2 of
the protocol.

– In mode 2, the TX selectsvT time slots in a frame and transmits in each time slot
with probability 1

vT
, and stops if it receives an ACK from its intended RX. The RX

listens sequentially in each time slot with probability 1/vR. The values ofvT and
vR are increased based on the number of unsuccessful communication attempts
until they reach the value ofs, at which it is kept constant. WhenvT ,vR = s, i.e.,
the maximum value ofvT andvR, on average the TX still transmits once in a
frame, while the RX is now active only once per frame. However, for the adver-
sary to completely block the communication with probability one, it needs now
to be active in every time slot of the frame for which it will incur higher energy
costs as compared to the TX and the RX. In short, the purpose ofincreasingvT

andvR is to make the adversary incur more energy cost.
– Note that when a data packet is successfully communicated, the values ofc and

vT are reset to 0 and 1, respectively. Hence, for every data packet, a TX and an RX
first try to communicate in mode 1 and if it is not successful inc communication
attempts then it operates in mode 2.

b) Rationale for RX listening sequentially:

In a frame, a transmitter (TX) changes the number of selectedtime slots and the
access probability in each selected time slot based on the number of unsuccessful
transmissions of a packet. When a TX transmits, from its receiver’s (RX’s) point of
view, there are three possibilities when it listens in a timeslot of a given frame: 1) It
does not receive any data packet from the TX. In this case the RX continues listening
in the next time slots of the frame with probability 1/vR as there is a possibility that
it might receive in some other time slot. 2) The RX receives the same data packetm
again due to a lost ACK, for instance because the ACK was jammed. In this case the
RX continues listening in the next time slots of the frame with probability 1/vR. 3) It
receives a new data packet from the TX, i.e., a new data packetm+1 which was not
received before. In this case the RX stops listening once it has sent an ACK. The RX
then waits until the next frame. In the next frame the TX transmits and the RX listens
in the same time slot in which a new packet was received. This allows the possibility
that both the TX and the RX can save energy by operating in the same time slot for
the communication of the next data packet.
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c) Rationale for termination condition:

When allM data packets are successfully communicated, a terminationcondition
for the TX/RX pair is important as otherwise the adversary may keep the TX/RX pair
active for longer number of frames and hence can force it to incur a higher cost. For
instance, consider the case where a TX transmits the last data packetm= M and its
RX successfully receives the packet. However, the adversary listens and jams the part
of the time slot reserved for the ACK. If the RX after receiving the data packet and
sending the ACK terminates, then the TX has no way of knowing whether the last
data packet was communicated successfully. To avoid such a problem, when the RX
successfully receives the last packetm= M, it transmits the ACK and then listens
for Terminate notificationfrom the TX in the same time slot. This ensures successful
termination which we justify as follows. If the packetM is disrupted, then the TX
knows not to terminate as the TX will not receive the ACK, and the RX knows not to
terminate as it will not receive the data packetM. If the ACK is disrupted, i.e, the ad-
versary listens for the data packet and then jams the part of the time slot reserved for
the ACK, then both the TX and the RX will know because the TX will not receive the
ACK and the RX will not receive the terminate notification. Note that jamming only
the terminate notification is difficult for the adversary as it does not know whether the
communicated data packet is the last data packetM or any other. Also, the terminate
notification and the ACK are small packets, in practice, it isdifficult for the adversary
to distinguish between them [33,38].

d) Choosing the threshold value T:

A thresholdT is utilized by each TX and RX to decide whether to operate in mode
1 or mode 2. We propose that the nodes utilize the threshold valueT = ⌈(1/e(−N/s))⌉
for the decision. While we make no claims as to the optimalityof the selected value
of T, we justify it as follows: Consider the case where a TX has a data packet to
communicate and the otherN−1 competing TXs randomly with uniform distribution
select a time slot out ofs time slots in the frame. The probability of success in the
frame for the TX is(1−1/s)N−1. When only legitimate TXs are competing and when
they randomly with uniform distribution select a time slot,it will take (1−1/s)1−N

frames in expectation to transmit the data packet successfully. Hence, we suggest
that the TX observes the number of unsuccessful attempts by maintaining the counter
c and if c is greater than this threshold valueT, it infers that there is an adversary
present.

In the next section, we present benchmarking results by evaluating and comparing
the effectiveness of the proposed method with the two other framed slotted Aloha-
based approaches.

V Analytical and Numerical Performance Analysis of the Adapt-R Method

In this section, we first present analytical results for the proposed method. We then
explain the two methods that are used to compare the performance of the proposed
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in a time slot are set toS= L = 1 unit.

method. We also present comparison results. Finally, we present extensive numerical
results relating to the performance of the proposed method under different network
scenarios.

A Analytical analysis of communications under competition

We first evaluate our proposed method under the scenarios where all TX/RX pairs are
legitimate and compete with one another to access the channel. In this context, it is
important not only to investigate the success rates of TX/RXpairs in a frame but also
to investigate the rate at which TX/RX pairs attempt to communicate data packets, as
more communication attempts mean more energy expenditure.In this context, useful
measure of performance analysis is what are energy costs foreach TX/RX pair to
successfully communicateM data packets.

Next we provide an analytical result for the expected energycost to communicate
M packets under competition whenN ≤ s. Note that in Section V-E we also evaluate
the performance of the proposed method whenN > s.

Proposition 1 Using the proposed method, the expected energy cost for a TX and an
RX to communicate M data packets is not more than TM(S+L), and TM

(

( (s+1)
2 )L+

S
)

, respectively, where T= ⌈1/e
N
s ⌉, and N≤ s is the number of competing legitimate

TX/RX pairs.

Proof See Appendix A.

For different values ofs= N time slots, in Fig. 4, we plot the theoretical upper bound
presented in Proposition 5.1 and compare it with simulated average cost for success-
ful communication ofM = 10 data packets as a function ofs= N time slots. Observe
that for the TX side the presented upper bound becomes tight with increasings= N,
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while for the RX side it becomes loose with increasings= N. This is due to the rea-
son that for the RX side the upper bound considers the worst case scenario that in a
frame the RX incurs always the maximum expected cost of(

(s+1)
2 L+S).

B Analytical analysis of communications under conflict

In this subsection, we first consider the scenarios where a single TX is communicating
to its intended RX and a reactive adversary tries to jam them.Then we consider the
scenario whereN > 1 TX/Rx pairs are communicating in the presence of a reactive
adversary, i.e, we take into account both competition and conflict to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method.

It is important to note that when an adversary has infinite amount of energy it
can simply transmit in every time slot and jam all communication. However, such
assumption is unlikely to hold in distributed networks. In our model, we consider
the case where a legitimate TX, RX and an adversary has the same budgetB units of
energy, whereB is sufficiently large. For simplicity of theoretical analysis we consider
thatS= J, i.e., the cost to transmit in a time slot is equal to the cost of jamming in
a time slot. Moreover, when an adversary listens in a time slot for a data packet, it
incurs the same costL as incurred by a legitimate RX. However, in Section V-D,
we also present results that take into account the effect of unequal energy costs for
transmission, listening and jamming.

Before presenting the results, we briefly summarize the following observations:

Remark 1The attack strategy where in each frame the adversary utilizessJ = s time
slots for attack cannot be an energy efficient strategy for the adversary: The reason
for this is as follows. The adversary with an energy budgetB can completely block
communication in not more thanB/s frames, as it will completely deplete its energy
afterB/s frames. However, the TX will still have

B−
B
s
(S+L)

units of energy left and the RX will still have at least

B−
B
s

(

(s+1)
2

L+S

)

units of energy left. Moreover, expected total energy cost to communicateM data
packets successfully for the TX is

(

B
s
+M

)

(S+L)units

and the expected total cost for the RX is not more than

B
s

(

(s+1)
2

L+S

)

+M (S+L)units

.
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Fig. 5: Theoretical lower bounds (presented in Proposition5.4) and simulated differences in average cost
between the adversary and a TX/RX pair as a function of time slots. The number of total packets that are
successfully communicated areM = 10 and the cost of a transmissionS, a listeningL and a JammingJ
in a time slot are set toS= L = J = 1 unit. Arbitrary reactive adversary selects⌊s/2+1⌋ time slots in a
frame.

Proposition 2 When a TX wants to communicate M data packets to its intended RX
then under the reactive jamming attacks the proposed methodguarantees the com-
munication of the M data packets with probability one.

Proof See Appendix B.

Proposition 3 For the proposed method, the expected number of frames to success-
fully communicate M data packets in the presence of a sequential reactive adversary
is less than M( 1

P[Sc|Js,vT=vR=s] +T), where T= ⌈1/e
N
s ⌉ and P[S | Js,vT = vR = s] is

the probability of successful communication in a frame whenvT = vR = s. More-
over, expected number of frames E[NF ] to transmit M data packets successfully in
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the presence of an arbitrary jammer adversary is less than M
P[Sc|Ja,vT=vR=s] , where

P[Sc | Ja,vT = vR= s] is the probability of successful communication in a frame when
vT = vR = s.

Proof See Appendix C.

Next, we show that the expected cost incurred by a TXi and its intended RXi to
communicateM data packets is less than the cost incurred by the sequentialor arbi-
trary reactive adversary who tries to block communication of the M packets. More-
over, the longer it takes a TXi and its intended RXi to successfully communicate
theM data packets the more is the difference between the energy cost incurred by the
adversary and the TX/RX. To derive the proof of less energy costs incurred by the
legitimate TX and RX, for arbitrary reactive adversary, we assume that the adversary
selects at least half of the time slots in a frame for launching attacks. Note that for
the scenarios where adversary selects less than half of the time slots in a frame it may
spend less energy in a frame. However, the probability of successful communication
among the legitimate nodes increases as well.

Proposition 4 In the presence of the sequential reactive adversary or the arbitrary
reactive adversary which listens in at least half of the timeslots in a frame, the ex-
pected cost to communicate M packets successfully for a TX isat least ME[NF ](

s
2 −

1)L less than the jammer and the expected cost to its RX is at least ME[NF ](
s
2 − lns)L

less than the jammer, where E[NF ] is the expected number of frames to successfully
communicate a data packet.

Proof See Appendix D.

For different values ofs time slots in a frame, in Figs. 5a and 5b, we plot the the-
oretical lower bounds presented in Proposition 5.4 and compare them with simulated
average differences between the cost incurred by the adversary and the legitimate TX
and its RX, respectively.

Next we present some benchmarking results by evaluating andcomparing the
effectiveness of the proposed approach with two different approaches: 1) Adaptive
framed slotted Aloha method with perfect information (Adapt-PI), where each TX/RX
pair hasperfect informationin the sense that at the end of each frame each TX/RX
pair has full knowledge of the time slot selections of other TX/RX pairs. 2) Random
framed slotted Aloha method.

C Comparison with the Adapt-PI, Adapt-S and the Random framed-slotted Aloha
methods

In the Adapt-PI method, at the end of each frame, it is considered that each TX/RX
pair has full knowledge of the time slot selections of other TX/RX pairs, which al-
lows the TX/RX pairs to minimize the likelihood of collisions with one another under
competition, and also to minimize the likelihood of collisions under adversarial at-
tacks.
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Fig. 6:ε vs δ whenN TX/RX pairs compete with one another. Number ofTX/RX pairs is varied as 1, 2,
4, 6, 8 and 10,s= 10 time slots are available for access in each frame.
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– Step 1: A TX begins by randomly with uniform probability choosing a time slot
out ofs time slots in a frame. It transmits a packet in the time slot and then listens
for ACK. On the RX side, a RX sequentially listens in every time slot. It stops
listening if it receives a packet from its intended TX and sends an ACK.

– Step 2: At the end of the frame, each TX/RX pair has perfect information about
the time slot selections of all other TXs.

– Step 3: When no other TX selected the same time slot as the TXi, the TX i and
its intended RXi selects the same time slot in the next frame for communication.
Otherwise, the TX randomly selects a time slot out of those time slots that were
not selected by any TX or that were selected by two or more transmitters in the
previous frame. The RX sequentially listens in every time slot that was not se-
lected by any TX or that was selected by two or more transmitters in the previous
frame. It stops listening in that frame if it receives a packet from its intended TX.

– Step 4: IfM packets have been successfully communicated then the TX/RXpair
terminates; otherwise, go to Step 2.

In therandom framed slotted Aloha-based method, each TX randomly with uni-
form probability selects a time slot out ofs time slots in a frame. It transmits a packet
in the selected time slot and then listens for ACK from its intended receiver. On the
RX side, each RX sequentially listens in every time slot. It stops listening when it
receives a data packet from its intended TX and then it sends an ACK. In each frame
the process is repeated and after successfully communicating theM data packets,
both the TX and the RX terminate.

Before we present comparison of the results for the three methods, we briefly
summarize some overall observations:

Remark 2Under competition, in the ideal case where each TX/RX finds conflict-free
allocations in the first frame then forN = s TX/Rx pairs in the network, the energy
cost to successfully communicate a data packet for each TX and RX is (S+L) units.

Remark 3Under competition, in the ideal case where each TX/RX pair finds conflict-
free allocations in the first frame then forN = s TX/RX pairs in the network, min-
imum delay incurred by a TX/RX pair to successfully communicate a packet is one
frame-time unit as each TX/RX pair can successfully communicate once in every
frame. A frame-time unit is the normalized duration of a frame with s time slots.
WhenN > s, average delay incurred by a TX/RX pair isN/s frame-time units, as on
average each TX/RX pair now requires more than one frame to successfully commu-
nicate a packet.

Let ε energy units represent the average energy cost to successfully communicate a
data packet, and letδ frame-time unit be the delay cost incurred during this process.
In Figs. 6a-6c, we presentε vsδ for a TX i and its intended RXi under the scenarios
where the number of legitimate TX/RX pairs in the network is varied from 1 toN= s.
In Figs. 6a-6c, we consider two different scenarios in termsof energy costs: 1) When
all energy costs are considered to be equal, i.e., the cost ofa transmissionS, and a
listeningL in a time slot are normalized toS= L = 1 unit. Moreover, in the Adapt-
PI method case the cost of sending time slot selection information and receiving
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Fig. 7:ε vs δ when aTX/RX pair communicates in the presence of a reactive adversary.s= 10 time slots
are available for access in each frame. Number of time slotssJ utilized for attack by the reactive arbitrary
jammer is varied as[1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9], and the cost of jammingJ in a time slot is set toJ = Sunit.
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time slot selection vector-signal is set toS= L = J = 0.5 unit; and 2) When the
energy costs incurred by a TX and an RX are considered to be different. This takes
into account the scenarios in which there are lower costs fora receiving node as
compared to a transmitting node. For instance, this can be due to transmission of a
shorter duration of ACK as compared to a full data packet, andalso due to lower
cost for reception of a data packet as compared to its transmission. In this case, the
energy cost of a transmissionSand a listeningL in a time slot incurred by an RX are
considered to be half that of a TX, i.e.,S= L = 0.5 unit.

It can be seen from Figs. 6a and 6b that when only multiple legitimate competing
TX/RX pairs are present in the network then in terms of delay the proposed Adapt-R
method performs close to both the ideal case and Adapt-PI methods. For the diffi-
cult scenario whenN = s= 10, the Adapt-PI method takes 1.25 frame time units
to communicate a packet successfully whereas the proposed Adapt-R method takes
2.2 frame time units to communicate a packet successfully. It can be also seen from
Figs. 6a and 6b that in terms of energy costs, for the TX side, the proposed Adapt-R
method once again performs close to both the ideal case and the Adapt-PI method.
For the RX side, there is slight degradation in performance as compared to the Adapt-
PI method when the numbers of competing TX/RX pairs is increased. However, it is
important to note that the Adapt-PI method has significant advantage over the pro-
posed distributed method as the TX/RX pairs in the Adapt-PI method have access to
a secret channel in which they can share their time slot selection information. It can
be also seen from Figs. 6b and 6c that the proposed method outperforms the random
framed slotted Aloha method in terms of both energy and delay.

In Figs. 7a-7b, we presentε vsδ for aTX/RX pair under the scenarios where the
number of time slotssJ utilized for attack by the reactive arbitrary jammer is varied
from 1 to(s−1). In Fig. 7c, we present the average energy cost incurred by the reac-
tive arbitrary jammer for the same scenarios as considered in Figs. 7a and 7b. It can
be seen from Figs 7b and 7c that to successfully communicate apacket a TX/RX pair
incurs around 5 times less energy cost that of the reactive jammer. Moreover, the two
figures also show that as the number of time slots utilized forattack by the jammer
increases it takes longer for a TX/RX pair to successfully communicate. However,
the more the jammer attacks the greater is the difference between the cost incurred
by the adversary and the legitimate TX/RX. Hence, as a consequence the jammer
will deplete its energy and a TX/RX pair can communicate its remaining packets
efficiently.

The two figures in 7a and 7b show that forsJ ≤ 6 the proposed method performs
close to the Adapt-PI method, however, as the jammer utilizes sJ > 6 time slots for
attack then the performance of the proposed method degradesas compared to the
Adapt-PI method. When the jammer selectssJ = 9 time slots for attacks in every
frame, the proposed method incurs 5 times larger delay than that of the Adapt-PI
method and it incurs 4 times more energy cost than that of the Adapt-PI method.
This is due to the reason that a TX/RX pair in the Adapt-PI method knows the time
slot selections of the other legitimate TX/RX pairs. A TX/RXpair can use this in-
formation to distinguish whether a collision is caused because of time slot selection
of other competing TX/RX pairs or due to a jamming attack. Thetime slot selection
information of the other competing TX/RX pairs gives significant advantage to the
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Fig. 8: Costs in terms ofε energy units per packet as a function ofδ frame-time units per packet for different
scenarios whenN = 1 TR/RX pair communicate. In a) the results for a TX, RX and thejammer are given
for the proposed Adapt-R method when the jammer uses the sequential jamming. In b) the results for a
TX, RX and the jammer are given for the compared Adapt-S method when the jammer uses the sequential
jamming. The cost of a transmissionS, a listeningL and a JammingJ in a time slot are set toS= L = J= 1
unit.

Adapt-PI method as compared to the proposed autonomous method in which TX/RX
pairs have no access to a secret channel for time selection information exchanged be-
tween the TX and RX. In reality TX/RX pairs operating in an autonomous network
cannot discern on its own whether communication failure is caused by other compet-
ing node or by an adversarial disruption. However, the Adapt-PI method provides a
good baseline, so we can compare our proposed method with it.

For the performance of the random framed-slotted Aloha method under reactive
jamming attack, we briefly summarize the following observation.

Remark 4When the random framed slotted Aloha method is deployed for communi-
cation by aTX/RX pair in the presence of a reactive jamming adversary, the reactive
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Table I: Costs in terms ofε energy units per packet whenN = 6 TR/RX pairs compete under the different
scenarios.s= 6 time slots are in a frame,M = 10packetsand the cost of a transmissionS, a listeningL
and a JammingJ in a time slot are set toS= L = J= 1 unit. The arbitrary jammer selectssJ = 4 time slots
in each frame for the jamming attack.

Sequential Jammer Tx Rx

ε (Adapt-R) 23.1 18.5 13.1

ε (Adapt-S) 206.6 129.6 94.9

Arbitrary Jammer Tx Rx

ε (Adapt-R) 128.6 40.4 40.4

ε (Adapt-S) 87 32 36

No Jammer Tx Rx

ε (Adapt-R) 6.9 4.84

ε (Adapt-S) 7 5.1

jammer can completely block the communication ofM−1 out ofM packets and can
also make the RX completely depletes its energy by using the sequential jamming
strategy in each frame. This is due to the reason that under the random framed slotted
Aloha method the RX listens in every time slot of a frame untilit receives a packet.
The jammer using the sequential jamming strategy can also listen in every time slot
of a frame until it detects the transmission which it then jams. By spending the same
amount of energy as the RX, the jammer can completely block the communication
of the RX. As the RX can only receive the first packet successfully, the TX keeps
re-sending the first packet as an ACK is not received because of jamming.

In our work, we also compare the performance of the proposed method with an-
other distributed approach which we call adaptive selection (Adapt-S) method. The
Adapt-S method is given as follows:

– TX side: Select one time slot uniformly at random for transmission every time an
ACK is not received

– RX side: If a packet is not received where expected (i.e., in the same time slot
where a packet was received in the previous frame), then keeplistening there for
X more frames (whereX is a random number which takes any value from 1 tos).
If still not received, then listen everywhere (across the frame).

– Termination condition: In the case where the successfully communicated packet
is m= M, i.e, the last packet, a TX transmits the termination notification and
terminates and an RX terminates upon receiving the terminate notification.

In Fig. 8a-8b, we evaluate and compareε vs δ performance of the proposed
Adapt-R method with the Adapt-S method under the scenario where the jammer
uses sequential jamming strategy. A frame-time unitδ is the normalized duration
of a frame withs time slots. The number of time slots in a frame are varied as
s= [3,4,5,6]. It can be seen that under the sequential jamming attacks theproposed
method significantly out performs the Adapt-S method. this is due to the reason that
under the Adapt-S strategy the TR/Rx pair cannot communicate successfully until the
sequential jammer does not completely deplete its own totalenergy budget ofB units.
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Table II: Average total energy cost per successful communication of a packet and average number of
frames required to successfully communicate a packet for different number of time slots. In all scenarios
the TX/RX pair communicate in the presence of a reactive sequential jammerJs or reactive arbitrary
jammerJa.

s= 3, N = 1, M = 10 s= 5, N = 1, M = 10 s= 7, N = 1, M = 10

Scenario 1: S= L = J = 1 unit

εTX underJs, Ja 20.82, 8.8 25.2, 8.852 29.449, 18.55

εRX underJs, Ja 21.881, 10.578 30.095, 13.044 38.48, 18.1

εJs, εJa underJs, Ja 31.104, 12.14 52.7045, 16.7125 78.846, 39.423

Scenario 2 Sd = 1, Ld = 0.5, Lack = 0.25,J = 0.5, Sack = 0.25

εTX underJs, Ja 13.15, 5.6 15.8, 5.65 9.781, 6.1125

εRX underJs, Ja 8.25, 5.175 14.0, 5.638 15.987, 7.46

εJs, εJa 15.752, 6.05 26.275, 8.36 23.383, 11.7

Scenario 3 Average number of frames to successfully communicate a packet

UnderJs, Ja 10.6, 4.53 12.7, 4.6 14.8, 5.04

It is easy to see that the sequential adversary can completely block the communica-
tion of data packets until it completely depletes its energybudget (as the transmitter
will keep re-sending the first data packet as ACK is not received, whereas the re-
ceiver will keep receiving the same first data packet). However, as under the Adapt-S
method both the TR and the RX spend less energy in each frame ascompared to the
sequential jammer (when it is active), the TR/RX pair can still communicate theM
packets once the adversary completely depletes its energy resources, however, they
incur more delay. For example, when there ares= 6 time slots in a frame, the TR/RX
requiresδ = 320 per packet for the Adapt-S, whereas the proposed method requires
δ = 13.5 per packet.

In Table I, we compare the performance of the proposed methodwith the Adapt-
S method under the scenarios: a)N = 6 TR/RX pairs compete for access under the
sequential jamming attacks, b)N = 6 TR/RX pairs compete for access under the
sequential jamming attacks, and c)N = 6 TR/RX pairs compete and no jammer is
present in the network. It can be seen from the results in the table that under the se-
quential jamming attacks the proposed method performs significantly well, under no
jamming both the methods perform equally well, and under thearbitrary jamming
the Adapt-S method performs better than the Adapt-R method.However, the differ-
ence in performance of the two methods under arbitrary jamming is less as compared
to the difference in performance under the sequential jamming where the Adapt-R
method performs significantly well.

Next we conduct extensive simulations to evaluate the performance of the pro-
posed method under competition and conflict for different scenarios. Note that the
simulations have been performed on different numbers of autonomous TX/RX pairs
that form a fully connected interference graph.
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Table III: Costs in terms ofε energy units per (successfully communicated) packet incurred by a TR, RX,
and the jammer. The number of time slotss in a frame is 6 and the number of TX/RX pairsN is varied.
The cost of a transmissionSand JammingJ, are set toS= J = 1 unit whereas the cost of listening are set
to L = 1.5 unit. The arbitrary jammer selectssJ = 4 time slots in each frame for the jamming attack.

Sequential Jammer TX RX

ε whenN = 1 (Adapt-R) 946.2 346.4 489.4

ε whenN = 2 (Adapt-R) 415.5 167.5 256.2

ε whenN = 3 (Adapt-R) 343.1 142.97 219.6

Arbitrary Jammer TX RX

ε whenN = 1 (Adapt-R) 416.5 151.5 250.8

ε whenN = 2 (Adapt-R) 619.34 213.2 307.9

ε whenN = 3 (Adapt-R) 760.5 248.6 332.3

D Numerical analysis of effect of varying energy cost

In Table II, we present the average energy cost incurred by a TX/RX pair to suc-
cessfully communicate a data packet and also the average cost incurred by a reactive
sequential jammerJs and a reactive arbitrary jammerJa that jams during the commu-
nication process. We consider two different scenarios: 1) When all costs are consid-
ered to be equal, i.e., the cost of a transmissionS, a listeningL and jammingJ in a
time slot are set toS= L = J = 1 unit; and 2) When the cost of sending, receiving
and jamming are different, moreover, the cost of sending andreceiving data is also
different from the cost of sending and receiving an ACK. The cost of a transmission
of a data packet is set toSd = 1 unit, the cost of listening for a data packet for a legiti-
mate node RXi or a jammerJ is set toLd = 0.5 unit, the cost of transmitting an ACK
is set toSack= 0.25 unit, the cost of listening for an ACK is set toLack= 0.25 unit,
and the cost of jamming is set toJ = 0.5 unit. In Table II, we also present average
number of frames required to successfully communicate a data packet in the presence
of a jammer. It can be also seen from Table II that the jammer incurs higher average
energy cost for all the scenarios as compared to the legitimate nodes. Moreover, it
can be also seen that as the number of time slots in a frame is increased, the average
cost incurred by the jammer is significantly increased as compared to the legitimate
TX and RX nodes.

It is possible that in the Machine-to-Machine (M2M) networks, many M2M de-
vices consume more energy while in receiving mode as compared to when in the
transmit mode. To take this into account, in Table III, we provide results for the case
where the normalized energy costs for listening are more as compared to transmitting
and jamming. In Table III, we presentε for a TR, an RX, the sequential jammer, and
the arbitrary jammer under the scenario where the number of TR/RX is varied, and
the cost for listening is 50% more than the cost of transmission and jamming. It can
be seen that similar to the results presented in Figs 5-10 andTables I-II, a legitimate
TR and its intended RX consume less energy than the jammer forall scenarios. hence,
our designed protocol ensures that it is significantly more costly for a reactive adver-
sary to disrupt communications than for a TX and an RX node to communicate. In
other words, our protocol forces the energy-constraint adversary to incur higher en-
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Table IV: Average cost and average number of frames to communicate a data packet. The number of time
slotss in a frame is 10 and the number of TX/RX pairs isN > s. The cost of a transmissionSand a listening
L in a time slot are set toS= L = 1 unit.

N = 12 N = 14 N = 16

εT X 7.13 8.96 13.32

εRX 14.26 18.48 23.8

Average number of frames 3.59 4.51 6.73

ergy cost relative to an energy constraint legitimate node and guarantees successful
communication of packets.

E Numerical analysis of effect ofN > s:

Table IV evaluates the scenarios where the number of autonomous TX/RX pairs is
greater than the number of time slots in a frame. It can be seenfrom Table IV that as
expected whenN is increased then average cost in terms of energy and in termsof
number of frames also increases for the legitimate TX and RX nodes.

F Numerical analysis of effect of channel error and capture effect:

In Figs. 9a and 9b, we evaluate and compare the average energycost per successful
communication of a data packet for the following scenarios.1) Only competition:
N legitimate TX/RX pairs compete to communicate theirM = 50 data packets; and
2) Competition with errors:N legitimate TX/RX pairs compete to communicate their
M = 50 data packets successfully in the presence of channel errors and capture effect.
Analyzing a network in whichN autonomous TX/RX pairs compete in the presence
of imperfect channel observations is challenging due to thecombinatorial explosion
in the number of ways that a TX/RX pair can find a time slot free from the adver-
sarial jamming and the other TX/RX pairs. To evaluate the effect of channel error
and capture, for simplicity, we consider a probabilistic memoryless channel error and
capture model. We use a model where when a TX transmits in a time slot then due
to a channel error a packet is not successfully received by its intended RX with prob-
ability σe. Moreover, when two or more transmitters transmit simultaneously in the
same time slot then with probabilityσt an RX can still successfully receive a packet
due to capture effect. In the simulation analysisσe andσt are set toσe = 0.1 and
σt = 0.1 respectively. It can be seen from the Figs. 9a and 9b that theaverage cost
slightly increases with the increasing number of TX/RX pairs in the network and also
when there are errors present in the network.

G Numerical analysis of performance in terms of average number of frames

In Fig. 10, we evaluate the effect of increasing number ofN TX/RX pairs on the
performance of the proposed protocol in terms of average number of frames required
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Fig. 9: Average total energy cost per successful communication of packet as a function ofN legitimate
TX/RX pairs for different scenarios.s= 10 time slots are in a frame and the cost of a transmissionS, a
listeningL and a JammingJ in a time slot are set toS= L = J= 1 unit. Arbitrary reactive adversary selects
sJ = 6 time slots randomly for attack.

to successfully communicate a packet. We evaluate this performance under two dif-
ferent scenarios as explained in Section V-F and also under the following additional
scenarios: a) Competition and sequential adversary:N legitimate TX/RX pairs com-
pete to communicate theirM = 50 packets successfully in the presence of a sequential
reactive adversary; and b) Competition and arbitrary adversary:N legitimate TX/RX
pairs compete to communicate theirM = 50 packets successfully in the presence of
an arbitrary reactive adversary. It can be seen from Fig. 10 that the presence of arbi-
trary reactive adversary requires more number of frames to successfully communicate
a packet as compared to the other scenarios.
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Fig. 10: Average number of frames to communicate a data packet successfully(E[NF ]) as a function of
N legitimate TX/RX pairs for different scenarios.s= 10 time slots in a frame, the number of total data
packets communicated areM = 50 and the cost of a transmissionS, a listeningL and a JammingJ in a
time slot are set toS= L = J = 1 unit. Arbitrary reactive adversary selectssJ = 6 time slots randomly for
attack.

VI Concluding Remarks

Due to new applications of distributed wireless networks, such as wireless machine-
to-machine networks and wireless sensor networks, there has been increased interest
in research on distributed protocols that enable secure co-existence among multiple
energy-constrained nodes. In this paper, we investigate the problem of reliable com-
munication of multiple data packets among energy constrained autonomous nodes,
that are competing over a shared medium and may face adversarial disruptions. We
propose a distributed method and show that it can guarantee reliable communication
among the nodes in the presence of competition and it also reduces the probability of
collisions among the competing nodes. We then evaluate the robustness of this pro-
tocol to unknown environmental conditions such as adversarial disruptions in com-
munication. We consider scenarios where energy is a scarce resource for both the
adversary and legitimate competing nodes. In this context,we consider a notion of
relative cost in terms of energy. We show that when legitimate nodes use our method
then it is significantly more costly for a reactive adversaryto disrupt communications
than for the nodes to communicate. We also present results comparing the effective-
ness of the proposed method with two other approaches.
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A Proof of Proposition 1

Proof Whenc ≤ T, a TX and its intended RX operate in mode 1, in which the TX selects a time slot
randomly (with uniform distribution), transmits a data packet in the selected time slot, while its intended
RX listens sequentially. It is easy to see that forN competing TX/RX pairs the probability of successful
communication for each TX/RX pair in mode 1 is(1−1/s)N−1, and the expected number of framesE[NF ]
required to communicate a data packet successfully is

E[NF ] = (1−1/s)1−N. (1)

This means that using the proposed method the average numberof frames required to successfully com-

municate a data packet is not more than the threshold valueT = ⌈1/e
N
s ⌉, asE[NF ] = (1−1/s)1−N is less

than or equal to the selected threshold valueT = ⌈1/e
N
s ⌉. ForM packets this value isTM.

The expected energy cost for a TX and its intended RX to communicate a data packet successfully

is not more than(S+ L) and ( (s+1)
2 L+S) respectively. The reason is as follows: the TX transmits and

listens on average once per frame, on average the RX listens in not more than
(

(s+1)
2

)

time slots and on

http://arxiv.org/abs/1009.4386v1
http://doc.utwente.nl/20249/
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average it transmits ACK once per frame. Hence, using the proposed method, the expected energy cost for
a TX and its intended RX to communicateM packets successfully is not more thanTM(S+L) units and

TM( (s+1)
2 L+S) units respectively, this proves our claim.

B Proof of Proposition 2

Proof In a frame, the probability of a successful communication ofa data packet in the presence of a
sequential jammer (Js) is

P[Sc | Js] =Pr{TX i transmits in a time slot| TX i has transmitted once before in a time slot in that frame}

×Pr{RX i receives in that time slot}
(2)

which is given by

P[Sc | Js] =















0, if Mode 1

∑vT
i=2(

1
vT
)i( 1

vR
)(1− 1

vR
)i−2+

[

∑vT
i=2

{(vT
i

)

−1
}

( 1
vT
)i(1− 1

vT
)vT−i

]

( 1
vR
)(1− 1

vR
)i−2, otherwise

(3)

where 2≤ vT ≤ s. For example, when in mode 1 a TX selects only one time slot in aframe and
transmits in it with probability one. In this caseP[Sc | Js] = 0, as the jammer by employing sequential jam-
ming can jam this transmission with probability one. When the jammer employs the sequential jamming
strategy, it sequentially listens in time slots until it detects a transmission, blocks the transmission and then
waits for the next frame, so forP[Sc | Js]> 0, the TX needs to transmit more than once in a frame. In other
words it can only successfully transmit in mode 2, wherevT ≥ 2 and the TX selects two or more time slots
in a frame and transmits in each of them with probability 1/vT . Suppose that there ares= 3 time slots in
every frame, in this case the TX and its intended RX can successfully communicate withP[Sc | Js] > 0,
whenvT = 2 or whenvT = 3. ForvT = 2, the TX selects two time slots in a frame and it transmits in each
of them with probability 1/vT . The TX will be unsuccessful in the first transmission and canbe successful
in the second transmission if the RX listens in that time slot. In this case the probability of success obtained
from Eq. (3) is:( 1

vT
)( 1

vT
)( 1

vR
). For higher values ofsandvT , Eq (3) simply calculates the probability that

in how many ways the TX and the RX can successfully communicate given that the TX selectsvT time
slots in a frame and transmits in each of them with probability 1/vT while the RX listens in every time slot
with probability 1/vR.

In a frame, the probability of a successfull communication of a data packet in the presence of an
arbitrary adversary (when the adversary pickssJ > 0 out ofs time slots in a frame) is given by

P[Sc | Ja] =























0, if sJ = s

∑vT−sJ
i=1

{

Ps,i ∏i−1
j=1(1−Ps, j )

}

, if vT = s, 0≤ sJ < s

∑min{vT ,sJ}
x=0

[

(vT
x )(

s−vT
sJ−x)

( s
sJ
)

{

∑vT−x
i=1 Ps,i ∏i−1

j=1(1−Ps, j )

}]

, otherwise

(4)

wherePs,i is an element of thes-length vectorPs. The vectorPs is given byPs= [Ps,1,Ps,2, · · · ,Ps,s] =

[ 1
vT

1
vR
, 1

vT

1
vR
, · · · , 1

vT

1
vR
].

For example, in the frames where the adversary selectsJ = s slots for attack, i.e., it selects every slot
in the frame, the probability of success isP[Sc | Ja] = 0. When the adversary randomly selectssJ < s time
slots in a frame for attack, a TX and its intended RX may successfully communicate in those time slots that
are not selected by the adversary. To calculate the probability of success, we need to find the following:
1) The probability thatx out of vT time slots are selected by the adversary, wherex = 0,1, · · · ,vT . The

probability of this event happening is given as:

(

(vT
x )(

s−vT
sJ−x)

( s
sJ
)

)

; 2) In thevT −x remaining time slots which
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are not selected by the adversary, the probability that the TX will transmit and the RX will listen in the
same slot is given as:∑vT−x

i=1 Ps,i ∏i−1
j=1(1−Ps, j ).

Let f j represent a frame in which bothvT > 1 andvR > 1 when the adversary employ sequential
jamming attack, or letf j represent a frame whereJs < s when the adversary employ arbitrary jamming
attack. LetPj be the maximum probability that the packet will not be successfully communicated in a frame
f j . Note that for the considered scenario under sequential jamming attack, or for a givensJ under arbitrary
jamming attack, maximum probability of unsuccessful communication Pj occurs when bothvT = s and
vR = s. As with increasingvT the TX in each of thevT selected time slots, transmits with probability 1/s,
whereas with increasing value ofvR, the RX decreases the probability of listening in a time slot. Hence,
vT = vR= scorresponds to the situation in which the probability of successful communication is minimum
in a frame. This probability can be calculated using Eq. 3 forsequential jamming scenario and using Eq.
4 for arbitrary jamming scenario. The probability of not being successfully communicated inn of such
frames is less than or equal to(Pj )

n, in 2n frames is less than or equal toP2n
j , etc. SincePj < 1, these

probabilities tend to zero. Hence, limn→∞ Pn
j = 0, which proves our claim.

C Proof of Proposition 3

Proof In the presence of a sequential reactive adversary, for eachdata packet, the probability of successful
communication of a packet is zero in the firstT frames wherec≤ T. Whenc> T, it is easy to see (from
Eq. 3) that for the proposed method, the probability that a data packet is successfully communicated in
any frame is minimum whenvT andvR reach their maximum value ofs. As with increasingvT a TX in
each of thevT selected time slots, transmits with probability 1/s, whereas with increasing value ofvR, an
RX decreases the probability of listening in a time slot. Hence,vT = vR = scorresponds to the situation in
which the probability of successful communication is minimum in a frame. Due to this reason,P[Sc | Js]
in a frame is at leastP[Sc | Js,vT = vR = s] and henceE[NF | Js]< M( 1

P[Sc|Js,vT=vR=s] +T).
In the presence of an arbitrary reactive jammer, for a givensJ time slots used for attack in a frame,

the conditional probability of successful communication is at leastP[Sc | Ja,vT = vR = s] = 1
s2 ∑s−sJ

i=1 (1−
1
s2 )

(i−1). The conditional probability of successP[Sc | Ja,vT = vR = s] corresponds to the worst case situ-
ation whenvT andvR reach their maximum value ofs. Hence for successful communication of theM data
packets,E[NF | Ja]<

M
P[Sc|Ja,vT=vR=s] .

D Proof of Proposition 4

Proof Using the proposed method, a TX transmits and listens once per frame in expectation. Therefore,
the average energy cost of the TX to successfully communicateM packets isME[NF ](S+L), whereE[NF ]
is the average number of frames to successfully communicatea packet.

The arbitrary jammer that selects at least half of the time slots in a frame for attack has expected energy
cost of at least( s

2)L+Sper frame. Hence, the expected cost to communicateM packets successfully for
the TX is at leastME[NF ](

s
2 −1)L less than the jammer.

When the adversary employs sequential jamming attacks, we first show the cost incurred in the frames

wherec≤ T. The expected cost for the sequential adversary in these frames is
(

(s+1)
2 L+S

)

. This is due to

the reason that in each frame the TX selects a time slot and transmits in it, while the adversary sequentially
listens in time slots until it detects a transmission and blocks it.

In the frames wherec > T, the TX instead of selecting a single time slot it changes thenumber of
selected time slotsνT , where 1< νT ≤ s. The expected cost per frame for the sequential adversary inthis
case is given by

E[CJs] =
s

∑
L=1

(L+S)aL +
(

1−
s

∑
L=1

aL)L, (5)

where

aL =
vT

∑
k=1

WkTk
L ,

Wk = (1−
1
vT

)k−1 1
vT
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and

Tk
L =







(L−1
k−1)(

s−L
vT−k)

( s
vT
)

, ifk≤ L ≤ s−vT +k

0, otherwise.

It can be calculated using Eq. 5 that for anyνT > 1, the average cost of sequential jammer is greater than

or equal to
(

(s+1)
2 L+S

)

. The reason is as follows: ForνT > 1, when the TX selectsνT time slots and

transmits in each of these time slots with probability 1/νT , the adversary now needs to listen (on average)
in more than

( s+1
2

)

time slots to detect the transmission. Moreover, there is also now a possibility that
the TX does not transmit in any time slots, in this case, the adversary incurs the maximum cost ofsL in

that frame. Hence the cost to adversary is at least
(

(s+1)
2 L+S

)

. Due to this reason, the expected cost

to communicateM packets successfully for the TX is at leastME[NF ](
s
2 − 1)L less than the sequential

jammer.
For the RX, whenc ≤ T thenvR = 1 and the expected energy cost to the RX isE[CRX | c ≤ T] =

(

(s+1)
2 L+S

)

, i.e., the same cost as incurred by the adversary. However, whenc > T, the RX instead of

listening with probability one in a time slot, listens with probability 1/νR, where 1< νR ≤ s. Hence the
cost of the RX per frame decreases with increasingvR. WhenvR = 2, the expected cost of the RX in a
frame is

(

s
2L+S

)

and so on. Finally, whenvR = s, the expected cost for the RX in each of the remaining
frames is(S+L). It can be seen that the costs for the RX (whenvR > 1) are less than the costs incurred by
the adversary. ForvR > 2, the total expected energy cost to the RX is given as

E[CRX | vR > 2] =
s

∑
v=3

s
v

L+(s−2)S. (6)

Clearly, the expected cost in the frames wherevR > 2 is upper bounded by(s−2)(S+L lns), i.e.,

E[CRX | vR > 2]< (s−2)(S+L lns)

whereas the expected cost of the jammer in these frames is at least(s−2)( s
2L+S), as explained above. Due

to this reason, the expected cost to communicateM packets successfully for the RX is at leastME[NF ](
s
2 −

lns)L less than the adversary, which proves our claim.


